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Figure 1: HingeCore is a novel type of laser-cut structure, the key element of which is what we call finger hinges. We produce finger hinges by laser-cutting foamcore “half-way”. Our software HingeCoreMaker automatically converts 3D models into such 2D cutting plans. The resulting models are particularly easy and fast to assemble, while also being sturdy.

ABSTRACT
We present HingeCore, a novel type of laser-cut 3D structure made from sandwich materials, such as foamcore. The key design element behind HingeCore is what we call a finger hinge, which we produce by laser-cutting foamcore “half-way”. The primary benefit of finger hinges is that they allow for very fast assembly, as they allow models to be assembled by folding and because folded hinges stay put at the intended angle, based on the friction between fingers alone, which eliminates the need for glue or tabs. Finger hinges are also highly robust, with some 5mm foamcore models withstanding 62kg. We present HingeCoreMaker, a stand-alone software tool that automatically converts 3D models to HingeCore layouts, as well as an integration into a 3D modeling tool for laser cutting (Kyub [7]). We have used HingeCoreMaker to fabricate design objects, including speakers, lamps, and a life-size bust, as well as structural objects, such as functional furniture. In our user study, participants assembled HingeCore layouts 2.9x faster than layouts generated using the state-of-the-art for plate-based assembly (Roadkill [1]).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The key objective behind rapid prototyping is to enable users to fabricate, test, and iterate rapidly. Rapidity matters, as it allows additional iteration, which increases the quality of the resulting product ([14], [17]). A major goal in research has therefore been
This desire for rapidity in prototyping has been driving the adoption of laser cutting, a technology that is inherently fast, because it produces entire plates at once (e.g., Platener [8], LaserFactory [34]). In recent years, laser cutting received further speed-ups from specialized modelling software that allows users to create 3D laser-cut models efficiently in 3D and then generate the required 2D cutting plans automatically (e.g., FlatFitFab [29] and Kyub [7]).

With fast design and fast fabrication in place, assembly of laser-cut models has now become the new bottleneck that stands in the way of even faster prototyping. The dollhouse 23-part chair model described in Roadkill [1], for example, took study participants 9:54min to assemble, even though plates were already laid out for optimal assembly [1]: this is longer than modeling (<3min in Kyub [7]) and laser cutting of this model combined (<3min on a 120W Trotec Speedy 360 [55]).

In this paper, we tackle this bottleneck, i.e., we further speed up assembly. Drawing inspiration from the folding of thick materials (also known as rigid origami [53] [21]), as well as from multi-depth cutting (Foldem [41]), we present HingeCore. As illustrated by Figure 1, HingeCore is a novel type of laser-cut 3D structure. Its key design element is what we call the finger hinge, which we produce by laser-cutting paper-foam-paper composites (aka foamcore) “half-way”. In our user study, participants assembled HingeCore layouts 2.9x faster than layouts generated using the state-of-the-art for plate-based assembly (Roadkill [1]).

We also present a stand-alone software tool called HingeCore-Maker that automatically converts 3D models to 2D HingeCore cutting plans, as well as an integration into a 3D modeling software for laser cutting (Kyub [7]). As illustrated by Figure 2, we have used HingeCoreMaker to create a range of design objects, such as audio speakers and lamps to a life-size bust, as well as structural objects, such as functional furniture and a rideable toy horse.
Figure 3: (a) Finger hinges. (b) The connected membrane pre-aligns the fingers. During assembly they slide into each other.

2.1 Finger hinges allow for fast assembly
Figure 3a shows a close-up of a finger hinge. It consists of a finger joint pattern with a thin foldable membrane, that connects the plates. (b) Users assemble finger hinges by holding the material in roughly the right orientation and applying a bending force. This causes the material to crease along the edge hinted by the incision, and the fingers to engage with each other.

The foam layer is reasonably compliant, allowing the fingers to slide into each other with moderate resistance. As illustrated by Figure 4, this eliminates time-consuming glueing or insertion of tabs, which speeds up assembly even further. The compliance of foamcore also makes finger hinges easy to assemble, irrespective of potential variations in kerf [44].

Figure 4: Traditional tabs (a) require gluing or (b) skillful insertion into the opposite tab. (c) Finger hinges, in contrast, stay put based on friction, eliminating the need for tabs.

2.2 Finger hinges are particularly sturdy
In addition to being fast to assemble, HingeCore layouts are also sturdy. As illustrated by Figure 5, the main strength of HingeCore is that the paper layer, which extends across hinges, greatly increases the tensile strength.

Figure 5: HingeCore models resist tension: (a) While traditional finger joints are weak against tension, (b) Finger hinges, connected with paper layers on two sides or (c) four sides enhance the object’s resistance against tension by factors of 23.4x and 82x, respectively. (The force sensor shown is a forceX 2.30.)

We validated these claims by fracture testing a cube, which produced the following results: (a) Traditional press-fit finger joint designs without hinges are weak against tension (<0.5kg, depending on the tightness of the press-fit [2]). (b) The paper layer, in contrast, offers high tensile strength [42]. For geometries featuring two opposing connected hinges, this enables joints to withstand a surprising 114N = 11.7kg of tension (c) Geometries featuring four connected hinges even withstand 402N = 41kg of tension.

Figure 6: Alternative hinge designs we explored include (a) butt joint hinges, which are simpler to create and (b) miter joint hinges, which provide a precisely folded edge.

With HingeCore’s strength stemming primarily from the paper layer, HingeCore does not have to rely on the fingers being properly jammed. This again makes HingeCore less sensitive to variations in kerf than more traditional laser-cut materials, such as plywood or acrylic.

HingeCore models are also very sturdy against compression and shearing, because of the specific design of the finger hinges. Figure 6 illustrates this by showing the two alternative hinge designs we have explored in comparison to finger hinges. All three designs have their own particular benefits: (a) Butt joint hinges are particularly simple to create, as they only require removing a single cuboid-shaped piece of material, while (b) Miter joint hinges result in the cleanest edge when assembled.

The reason we opted for finger hinges is that they result in the sturdiest designs. Figure 7 illustrates this: (a) when miter joint hinges or (b) butt joint hinges are exposed to shearing forces, the glued edges slide with respect to each other and the material breaks. (c) Finger hinges, in contrast, consist of fingers that prevent the material from shearing. This allows them to withstand 1.8x times higher compression loads than butt joint hinges and even 3.6x times higher compression loads than miter joint hinges. (d) Finger hinges are strong against shearing and withstand 1.8x times higher compression loads than butt joint hinges and even 3.6x times higher compression loads than miter joint hinges. (d) This allows the chair from Figure 1 to withstand 62 kg of compression load.

Figure 7: Compression and shearing loads: (a) Miter joint hinges and (b) butt joint hinges are weak against shearing forces and withstand only 5.2kg and 10.4kg, respectively. (c) Finger hinges are strong against shearing and withstand higher compression loads. (d) This allows the chair model from Figure 1 to withstand 62 kg of compression. (All boxes measure 6x6x6cm and are made from 5mm Foamcore).
Finally, miter and butt joint hinges need to be glued to stay in place [33], while finger hinges stay put based on the friction between fingers, allowing for faster assembly.

As illustrated by Figure 8, finger hinges pay for their additional sturdiness with a slightly “wiggly” edge. HingeCore resolves this issue in part by “hinting” the material, i.e., it adds another thin laser line in the center of the hinge (aka ”scoring”) to hint to the material where to crease.

![Figure 8: (a) The outer paper layer of finger hinges accommodates the fingers leading to a slightly crooked look. (b) Scoring along the inside of the edge (c) reduces this.](image)

2.3 The mechanics of cutting HingeCore layouts

As shown in Figure 9, HingeCoreMaker uses three types of cut lines to create layouts. (a) Red lines are the same as in traditional laser cutting—they instruct the laser to cut through all the layers. (b) Magenta lines cut “half-way”, i.e., they are precisely calibrated to cut through the top paper layer and the foam layer, while leaving the bottom paper layer intact. The magenta line is instrumental in creating finger joints. (c) Blue lines, finally, score the middle of the hinge (see above), creating a crease to help with folding precise edges.

![Figure 9: HingeCore Cutting plans use (a) red lines to cut through all layers, (b) magenta lines to cut through the top two layers, and (c) blue lines to score.](image)

While the laser cutter settings for cutting through (red) and scoring the crease (blue) are somewhat flexible, performing half-way cuts (magenta) requires a precise power/speed combination (we used 60% power and 5% speed on our Trotec Speedy 360, 120W). We furthermore recommend fixating the foamcore sheets in the laser cutter by placing weights on the material to ensure it is flat. Finally, we sort the paths inside the SVG export such that the laser cutter performs the half-way cuts before the cut-through line, as this achieves optimal focus on the half-way cuts, which could otherwise be affected by plates lifting up once cut.

2.4 Removal of residue

As illustrated by Figure 10a, before users can assemble a HingeCore model, the residual material created by finger hinges has to be removed. (b) We initially experimented with polyurethane based Foamcore and burned the residue away using the laser cutter by engraving deeply. (c) In the interest of cutting/engraving time, we then switched to cutting only outlines, and then removed the residue manually using a rotary excavator tool, which we had developed for this purpose. The tool rips out fingers with the help of tiny hooks when rolled across the inside of a finger hinge.

![Figure 10: (a) In earlier experiments, we used polyurethane foamcore, which is subject to residue. (b) Residue can be burnt off by laser engraving, or (c) removed (by hand or) using this custom rotary tool we created. (We use this type of foamcore throughout this paper, as it offers good visual clarity).](image)

We ultimately switched to the process illustrated by Figure 11. This design uses heat-sensitive (polystyrene-based) foamcore which it shrinks away using a pair of additional half-way cut lines (magenta lines, Figure 9). This shrinks both the foam in the residue and in the adjacent plates, allowing the residue to slide into the resulting cavity in the adjacent plates. This adds little to the cutting time (2 mins for the chair model from Figure 1, for example, on Trotec speedy 360 [55]) and thus allows for fast cutting and fast assembly.

![Figure 11: (a) Foamcore made from polystyrene shrinks when heated. Two additional half-way cut lines across the fingers shrink all residue in place. (b) This allows folding to crush finger hinges between the opposing fingers. (c) An example model created using this technique.](image)

3 ADDITIONAL DESIGN ELEMENTS

While we have so far focused exclusively on (convex) finger hinges, we have developed four additional design elements, to allow for a broader range of 3D models to be fabricated as HingeCore, such as those shown in Figure 2.
3.1 Slanted geometry
While the chair example from Figure 1 only contained 90-degree angles, HingeCore supports slanted geometry as well. As shown in Figure 12, HingeCore inserts a gap of appropriate length between finger joints. During assembly, these gaps cause the fingers to stop the user’s folding actions at the intended bending angle. This makes it easy and fast to form the intended angle and thus further speeds up assembly.

3.2 Downwards hinges are straight
Models containing concave features, require hinges that are folded downwards. As shown in Figure 13, HingeCore achieves this using a straight-cut hinge. This design cannot be folded up, thereby affording folding down. This eliminates the necessity to use visual markings, as used by traditional folding styles (e.g., mountain and valley lines [22]).

3.3 Round geometry and cut-outs
As illustrated by Figure 14, HingeCore also supports the creation of round geometry. (a) HingeCore achieves this by creating a pattern of half-way cut lines (magenta) that perforate the paper and foam layer, thereby allowing the material to bend in the intended direction.

The required distance between cut lines depends on the amount of material removed by the laser, i.e., the kerf. HingeCore uses the following formula to find the appropriate distance between cut lines:

\[
\frac{\text{length of the curve} \times \text{kerf} \times 180}{\text{material thickness} \times \text{degree of curvature} \times \pi}
\]

(b) For curvature generated this way, the remaining strips of paper line up on the inside, which (c) results in a smooth, continuous outside surface that not only features a clean look but is also very sturdy against compression.

4 USER INTERFACE: HINGECOREMAKER
We have created HingeCoreMaker, a software tool that automatically converts 3D models into 2D HingeCore layouts.

4.1 HingeCoreMaker standalone tool
As shown in Figure 15, HingeCoreMaker works as a web-based headless, drag-and-drop interface allowing users to convert 3D models in common file formats (.obj and .stl). HingeCoreMaker uses CGAL polygon mesh processing [9] to convert input files to its required data structure (half-edge). Like most other laser cutting techniques, HingeCore offers only limited resolution and thus imported models must adhere to this limitation.

4.2 Integration into an interactive system
To provide users with additional functionality, such as control over hinge placement, we also created a version with a 3D user interface. We achieved this by integrating HingeCoreMaker into an interactive 3D editor for laser cutting (8yub [7]).

As shown in Figure 16a, users access HingeCoreMaker’s functionality by setting the material of their model to foam-core. (b) The
integration allows users to continue to apply Kyub’s standard tools to their model, ensuring that the design process remains the same. (c) Once users are done modeling, HingeCoreMaker automatically creates a 2D “unfolding”, i.e., where to fold and where to cut. The integration visualizes directly on the 3D model using black lines to indicate seams, while white edges indicate hinges. HingeCoreMaker then exports the model as a 2D layout to the cutter.

As illustrated by Figure 17a and b, we added a “connect edge” tool to the system. It allows users to toggle an edge between seam and hinge by clicking it. This allows users to optimize models for appearance and/or sturdiness. (c) If a hinge makes the model non-developable or results in overlap in the 2D unfolding, our system highlights all conflicting hinges. (d) Users resolve the conflict by toggling another edge.

As illustrated by Figure 18, HingeCoreMaker is compatible with the full range of Kyub tools, allowing users to create the aforementioned (a) rounded edges, (b) cut-outs, and (c) slanted geometry.

5 CONTRIBUTIONS, BENEFITS, & LIMITATIONS

In this paper, we make the following contributions. (1) We introduce HingeCore and its key design element: the finger hinge. Finger hinges allow for very fast assembly, while also producing sturdy results. We complement finger hinges with additional design elements such as straight cut hinges, regular finger joints, slanted geometry, rounded elements, and cuts-out, allowing us to reproduce a wide range of 3D models designed for (generic plate-based) laser cutting. (2) We present an algorithm for converting 3D models to HingeCore Layouts and implement it in the form of a stand-alone software tool called HingeCoreMaker. We integrated HingeCoreMaker into a software system (Kyub [7]), which allows users to create and modify HingeCore objects interactively. (3) We validated our design by fracture testing (see Section “HingeCore”), (4) in a technical evaluation showing the applicability and speed of our algorithm, and (5) in a user study determining that HingeCore enables 2.9x faster assembly.

These benefits translate into a range of application scenarios. On the one hand, HingeCore’s high assembly speed is relevant in the context of time-critical rapid-prototyping, such as in classrooms. On the other hand, the clean white and angular look makes HingeCore relevant to applications in industrial design and architecture.

HingeCore is subject to three main limitations. First, while HingeCore allows placing cutouts and engravings on the inside of models, engraving the outside requires flipping the model in the cutter and running a second pass. Second, while HingeCore-Maker is capable of processing mortise-and-tenon joints and cross joints, they always result in separate plates, as their non-manifold geometry [28] prevents them from being implemented using hinges. Third, hinges lead to larger contiguous parts, imposing additional challenges on nesting.

6 RELATED WORK

This work builds on research on speeding up personal fabrication, fabrication with rigid-foldable materials, and unfolding 3D models.

6.1 Speeding up personal fabrication

Fabrication speed is a key research topic in personal fabrication. One approach is to quickly generate prototypes by reducing the level of fidelity, for example by using wire frames (Wireprint [31], On-the-fly print [40], Protopiper [4]). FaBrickation [32] substitutes parts of a model with ready-made building blocks, while Wei et al. [60] minimize what needs to be printed. Ephemeral Fabrication [50] allows models to be recycled easily for quick iterations.

Replacing slow 3D printing with fast techniques such as wire bending (WireFab [27]) and vacuum forming (ProtoMold [66]) further speeds up prototyping. Platener [8] is a particularly interesting example that partially replaces 3D print with laser-cut structures. JigFab [23] speeds up the assembly process by automatically producing jigs.

Laser cutting is fast, because it produces parts by cutting along the perimeter as opposed to filling their volume [6]. Different systems exploit this, such as LaserFactory [34] which integrates pick
and place functionality for electronics and assembly within a laser cutter. StackMold [57] is a technique to quickly create molds to produce 3D models. Packable springs [61] creates thin planar spirals which approximate the shape of 3D models when expanded.

2D cutting plans are the de-facto standard format for laser cutting. To speed up the design process of models for cutting, recent research has targeted a transition towards modeling in 3D. In Joinery [67] users specify the connections between joints in a 2D environment, Cut2D [18] lets users model in 2D while previewing the 3D result. FreshPressModeler [11], FlatFitFab [29] and Kyub [7] are full 3D modeling environments for laser cutting. To further transition from 2D to 3D conversion tools such as assembler3 [45] and autoAssembler [46] have considerably sped up the modelling process. Similar approaches have sped up design for other domains as well ([58], [35], [43], [62]). Stemasov et al., propose removing the modelling process entirely [49].


6.2 Fabrication with rigid-foldable materials
The most common foldable material used is paper and the most common use case is paper craft [51], [52] and more recently metamaterials [47]. To facilitate folding, actuation based on pulling strings [20], heat application ([56], [5]) and robotically [59] has also been explored. Foldio [37] creates foldable interactive objects with embedded electronics, while FoldMold [48] creates foldable molds, reducing the cost of molded objects.

The concept of folding has also been extended to speed up fabrication. Pop-up Print [36] 3D prints objects in a folded state, which reduces the print volume and need for support material. Folding is also employed to create reconfigurable objects, Foldabuilding furniture [25], modifies pieces of furniture allowing them to be flat folded to save space.

Researchers have explored using composite materials to selectively embed functionality in rigid materials. LamiFold [24] incorporating foldable mechanisms, while FoldTronics [65] and LASEC [16] embeds circuitry into honeycomb structures and stretchable surfaces.

Tachi et al., propose a method to construct origami-based hinged rigid-foldable structures [53]. Ku et al., extend this to create crease patterns for thick materials [21]. Muntoni et al., propose using CNC machines to create foldable layouts with glue-able miter joints [33]. Foldem [41] creates multi material composites with rigid and flexible properties by laser cutting halfway. HingeCore extends the concept of rigid-foldable elements by introducing the finger hinge, which enables fast assembly and sturdy construction.

6.3 Unfolding 3D models
Researchers create non-overlapping 2D unfoldings of 3D models by creating cuts either along an edge (edge unfolding) or along a face (general unfolding) [15].

There are a multitude of algorithms that operate based on domain specific heuristics on triangulated meshes (general unfolding). The key insight is that it is possible to re-triangulate the meshes and then create cuts along those triangles. OptCuts [26] proposes a method to reduce distortion in UV mappings while maintaining the connectivity of the layout. In cases that algorithms are unable to create a single connected layout, the model may be segmented into parts that are unfolded separately. Xi et al., use a learning-based approach to tightly couple the process of unfolding and segmentation resulting in fewer parts [63]. Similarly, Takahashi et al., use a genetic-based algorithm to unfold 3D meshes [54], while Xi et al., simplify the problem through mesh convexification [64]. Mitani et al., propose a strip-based approximation approach to generate unfoldings of paper craft toys [30]. Hao et al. employ genetic algorithms to find a collision free folding of polyhedral unfoldings [19]. Fusion 360 slicer [15] is a commercially available software that uses such general unfolding algorithms. HingeCore does not triangulate the mesh of the model as that would create cuts across the surface of the plates, sacrificing the sturdiness of the model.

HingeCore is tuned to unfold closed box structures (which are orthogonal polyhedra [38]), as these structures allow for sturdy construction. As noted by Zachary et al., edge unfolding orthogonal polyhedra is complicated even if the polyhedron is topologically convex [3]. Our approach is inspired by the work of Damian et al., on general unfolding of orthogonal polyhedral meshes [12]. Unlike general unfolding, where cuts are allowed across the surface of the polygons, HingeCore only cuts along the edges of polygons.

7 THE HINGECORE ALGORITHM
The HingeCoreMaker algorithm converts 3D models into a 2D cutting plan. The algorithm employs heuristics that leverage the benefits of the finger hinges, enable sturdy construction, and provide a simple assembly order while maintaining the connectivity of the layout.

The algorithm proceeds in two steps. First the algorithm creates a 2D edge-unfolding, and then it creates the appropriate cut lines to generate the 2D cutting plan. We explain the algorithm at the example of the chair model from Figure 1.

Figure 19: (a) HingeCoreMaker chooses a pair of Cartesian axes (x-y) and designates plates with surface normals parallel to one of them as strip plates (gray). (b) The remaining plates are termed as wing plates (blue).

7.1 Step 1: Create 2D edge-unfolding of the 3D model
As shown in Figure 19a, HingeCoreMaker starts by choosing a pair of “Cartesian axes” (x-y in this case) and uses them to divide the plates in the model into two groups. (b) Plates with surface normals that are parallel to either of the axes are grouped into
“strip” plates (gray), forming the main strip of the unfolding. Plates with surface normals orthogonal to the axes are grouped into “wing” plates (blue), which are connected to the strip later. Note that this categorization assumes that all the plates have surface normals that are perfectly aligned with one of the axes of the coordinate system. This is not true for models that have slanted geometry. In this case, HingeCoreMaker picks the axis closest to the surface normal of the plate and uses that for designating it as a strip or a wing plate.

**Figure 20:** HingeCoreMaker creates the initial unfolding by (a) starting with the plate that has the most connections and (b) iteratively connecting more plates till (c) all plates are part of the unfolding.

HingeCoreMaker forms the initial unfolding from the strip plates: As shown in Figure 20a, HingeCoreMaker starts with the plate that has the highest number of edges connected to other plates in the 3D model, using size as a tie breaker. (b) HingeCoreMaker iteratively adds strip plates to the edges of the current unfolding, discarding plates that cause overlaps with the existing plates in each iteration. Discarded plates are added back to the pool and get connected in a later iteration when other edges become available.

**Figure 21:** (a-b) HingeCoreMaker creates two additional initial unfoldings using the other two pairs of Cartesian axes (x-z, y-z). (c) HingeCoreMaker chooses the unfolding with the most available edges and fewest sub-unfoldings, removing leaf plates to create more available edge connections in the next step.

(c) HingeCoreMaker repeats the process until no more plates can be added to the strip. Strip plates that remained unconnected in this process are sorted again based on edge connections (and size), and a new plate is chosen to start another unfolding. This process is repeated until all strip plates are part of an unfolding.

As shown in Figure 21a-b, HingeCoreMaker repeats this process for the other two pairs of Cartesian axes resulting in three different unfoldings. HingeCoreMaker chooses the unfolding that has the most available edges (and fewest sub-unfoldings) to proceed to the next step. (c) Finally, strip plates that are connected to one other plate (leaf plates) are removed from the unfolding and added to the pool of wing plates. This step allows HingeCoreMaker to open up as many edge connections as possible for the next step, without breaking apart the initial unfolding.

**HingeCoreMaker inserts wing plate candidates:** HingeCoreMaker starts with the sub-unfolding that contains the highest number of plates and inserts wing plate candidates at all edges that can receive them. If a wing plate has multiple edges connecting it to plates in the sub-unfolding, multiple instances of the wing plate are connected. HingeCoreMaker discards edges where the connecting wing plate overlaps with the existing plates in the sub-unfolding and scores the edges using the following four heuristics:

- Number of overlaps: the score of an edge is reduced depending on the number of overlaps with other wing plate candidates (copies of the wing plate itself are ignored).
- Folding direction of the hinge: finger hinges can only be placed along joints that fold up, and since they enable fast assembly HingeCoreMaker prefers fold-up hinges.
- Length of the edge: HingeCoreMaker prefers longer edges to enhance the sturdiness of the model during assembly.
- Number of possible connections in the next iteration: an edge is scored higher if the connected wing plate will potentially receive wing plates in the next iteration.

At each iteration of this step, HingeCoreMaker chooses the edges with the highest score as wing plate candidates and inserts the connecting plates into the sub-unfolding. The algorithm adds discarded wing plates back into the pool and the process is repeated until all available edges have been explored in the sub-unfoldings.

HingeCoreMaker sorts the discarded wing plates (by number of edge connections) and choses a new plate to start another sub-unfolding. The process is repeated until all plates in the model have been inserted into the unfolding. At the end of the process, HingeCoreMaker pushes these changes to the UI, where the connected edges are rendered as smooth white edges on the 3D model.

**Figure 22:** 2D unfolding created by HingeCoreMaker for the chair model.

Figure 22 shows the final unfolding of the chair model. While there are multiple valid assembly orders for a Hinge-Core layout, to simplify the assembly process we recommend users to start assembling at one end of the path and fold hinges until they reach the other end. If they encounter a wing plate branch, they should fold all the joints on this branch before moving along the central path.

While the HingeCoreMaker algorithm created a single unfolding of the chair model, more complex models may comprise multiple sub-unfoldings. For the example shown in Figure 23a, it is impossible to unfold the model in one piece, as the four plates in the middle part are connected to holes in the opposing plates. HingeCoreMaker detects holes in the geometry and partitions the model into three parts before creating the unfoldings. (b) In this case HingeCoreMaker was unable to connect a single plate resulting in a total of four sub-unfoldings. In case of multiple of sub-unfoldings, HingeCoreMaker indicates how they connect using pairs of engraved numbers.

To reproduce the algorithm and see the detailed structure we provide Algorithm 1 in pseudo-code.
Algorithm 1 Creating the 2D unfolding

create_unfolding:
Input: plates \( p \)
Output: unfolding \( u \)

// create main unfolding \( u^* \)
for each pair of axes \( xy, xz, yz \):
strip plates \( s = p\text{.filter(plate normal orthogonal to axes)} \)
while \( s \) is not empty:
strip = attach all possible \( s \)
add strip to \( u^* \)
add \( u^* \) to unfoldings
\( u = \) unfolding with least sub-unfoldings and most edges
\( w = p\text{.filter(plate is not in } u) \)
// add remaining wing plates \( w \) to \( u \)
sort sub-unfoldings in \( u \) by number of edges
for each sub-unfolding \( su \) in \( u \)
\( su, w = \) attach \( w \) to \( su \)
while \( w \) is not empty
\( su = \) create new sub-unfolding from \( w \) with most edges
\( su, w = \) attach \( w \) to \( su \)
return \( u \)

7.2 Step 2: HingeCoreMaker creates the 2D cutting plan

Finally, HingeCoreMaker generates the cutting plan, which is exported in the SVG format. HingeCoreMaker generates three types of lines as shown in Figure 9. Cut-through line (red) for each sub-unfolding, to separate it from the main sheet. This is the outline of the union of all the polygons in the sub-unfolding. Crease lines (blue) to crease each connected hinge. Partial cut lines (magenta) to create a finger joint pattern along finger hinges and disconnected edges. For hinges that fold down, only the crease line is necessary.

To program the folding angle of the finger hinges, HingeCoreMaker adjusts the gap between the finger joints. As illustrated in Figure 24a, for acute angles \(<90^\circ\)\), the gap between the fingers is increased as the angle decreases:

\[
gap = \frac{\text{material thickness}}{\sin(\alpha)} (1 + \cos(\alpha))
\]

(b) For obtuse angles \(>90^\circ\), HingeCoreMaker reduces the gap by reducing the depth of fingers as the angle increases:

\[
gap = \text{material thickness} \cdot \cos(\alpha - 90^\circ)
\]

To create a sharp folded edge, HingeCoreMaker accommodates the thickness of the paper layer (1mm) and always maintains a small gap (also 1mm) between opposing joint patterns.

8 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF HINGECORE ALGORITHM

To evaluate the performance of the HingeCoreMaker algorithm, we ran HingeCoreMaker on 87 models from the Kyub repository and evaluated the results. We generated the test set by retrieving the 100 most popular models, then removing the 13 that did not have finger joints (only possessing cross-joints), resulting in 87 models for evaluation.

8.1 Results

HingeCoreMaker succeeded at creating the cutting plan for all 87 models. The average compute time for the HingeCoreMaker algorithm was 3.037 seconds (median = 2.053 seconds). Figure 25 shows the result for 7 models.

HingeCoreMaker generated fully connected layouts (single piece unfolding) for 37 models (42%). For the remaining 50 models, HingeCoreMaker succeeded at placing 87.95% of hinges of the theoretically possible number of hinges (i.e., number of plates in the model – 1). Note that sub-unfoldings created preemptively by HingeCoreMaker due to geometry which is impossible to edge-unfold (e.g., plates connected to holes) are ignored for this metric. As illustrated by Figure 25, processing times ranged from 2-9 seconds.

Overall, our technical evaluation shows (1) that our implementation is robust, (2) that the algorithm is fast, i.e., does not add significant time to the laser cutting pipeline, and (3) that the resulting layouts are highly connected, which maximizes assembly speed.

9 USER STUDY ON ASSEMBLY SPEED

To validate our claim that HingeCore can speed up the assembly process, we ran a user study in which each participant assembled one copy of the chair model shown in Figure 1 created using HingeCoreMaker and one created using the state-of-the-art for fast assembly Roadkill [1]. We used a within-subjects’ design and participants assembled models in counterbalanced order. We hypothesized that participants would assemble the model faster in the HingeCore condition.

9.1 Interface conditions

There were two interface conditions. In the HingeCore condition a 2D folding layout was generated using the HingeCoreMaker algorithm presented in this paper (see Figure 1). Polyurethane based foamcore is used with the residue removed prior to conducting the user study. In the Roadkill condition 2D layouts were generated using the Roadkill algorithm presented in [1].
9.2 Task & Procedure

Participants performed two trials (within-subject design). During each trial, participants assembled one chair model, as shown in Figure 1 (23 plates). In the HingeCore trial, the model was made from 5mm Foamcore, in the Roadkill condition from 4mm plywood. The study was counterbalanced, so that half of the participants started with the HingeCore model, while the other half started with the Roadkill model.

Before performing each trial, participants viewed a training video, which showed how to assemble simple objects using the HingeCoreMaker interface at the example of a simplified object (Figure 26) (1:38 minute for HingeCore, 2:40 minute for Roadkill). Participants also physically assembled the training models after watching the video.

After completing all conditions, participants filled in a questionnaire. All participants finished the study within 30 mins.

9.3 Participants

We recruited 12 participants (7 male, 5 female, average age = 24.3) from our institution. None of the participants had any previous experience with assembling laser-cut objects.

9.4 Results

Completion time: Figure 27 illustrates the assembly times for all participants. As expected, participants spent less time assembling the HingeCore layout, 4:15 mins on average, while an average of 11:56 mins were spent on assembling the Roadkill layout. Differences were significant (t(11) = 8.292, p < 0.001, d = 2.394) and the effect was substantial: average assembly time was 2.9x faster in the HingeCore condition.

Subjective feedback: The results of the questionnaire are shown in Figure 28. For the HingeCore layout, participants rated the process of finding and folding the hinges as "easy". Overall, the participants enjoyed assembling both the layouts. The biggest strength of HingeCore compared to Roadkill was that participants found it "easy" to align and join multiple parts at the same time.

Figure 28: The results of the post-study questionnaire.

Figure 29 shows the results of four additional HingeCore-specific questions. All participants rated finding the folding direction as "easy" with P3 saying “even if you get stuck you can continue easily". All participants noted that the finger hinges “worked nicely” with P6 mentioning “folding the parts was satisfying”. While 6 of the participants never undid a hinge (thus answered N/A to that question), participants who had to do it found it “easy” with P4 undoing more than half the model during the assembly.

Figure 29: The results of the questions asked specifically for the HingeCore interface.
9.5 Qualitative results
We observed that making mistakes while folding HingeCore was less costly compared to the baseline. The reason was that whenever a participant had to reverse a step, they were easily able to undo the hinges and the plate would remain connected in its place for later assembly. However, for the Roadkill layout, taking out the plate was difficult in the first place and as soon as the plate was removed the participants could easily forget its position and orientation in the model.

Another factor was that single cut “fold down” hinges do not maintain their folding angle. We observed participants being confused when encountering these hinges. This reinforces the heuristic that HingeCoreMaker prefers to place fold up finger hinges (see Section “Algorithm”), as they maintain angle and position, rather than simple fold down hinges.

9.6 Discussion
In our study, participants assembled HingeCore models 2.9x faster than Roadkill models. This confirms our hypothesis that HingeCore speeds up assembly.

While folding single pieces was faster in the HingeCore condition, joining multiple pieces at once turned out to be the biggest distinguishing factor. This effect was also noted in the questionnaire, with participants rating Roadkill as “hard” compared to HingeCore. The reason HingeCore performed better is that the foam layer in HingeCore layouts is more compliant than plywood, allowing participants to mount these plates using less force.

We did not include multi-part models in the study as in our observation, multi-part models do not take significantly longer than single-part models, such as the chair model explored in this study. This effect has been previously explained in the related work Roadkill [1]. As the authors of Roadkill explain, assembling multiple parts requires a time effort of $O(n^2)$ in the number of parts. However, and that is the main contribution of Roadkill, they bring down the number of parts by a factor of 8.1 (87.95% connectivity, i.e., each part consists of 8.1 plates on average), so the effort of putting together multi-part models is reduced by a factor of 8.12 $= 5.52$. This effect was also noted in the questionnaire, with participants rating Roadkill as “hard” compared to HingeCore. The reason HingeCore performed better is that the foam layer in HingeCore layouts is more compliant than plywood, allowing participants to mount these plates using less force.

We did not include multi-part models in the study as in our observation, multi-part models do not take significantly longer than single-part models, such as the chair model explored in this study. This effect has been previously explained in the related work Roadkill [1]. As the authors of Roadkill explain, assembling multiple parts requires a time effort of $O(n^2)$ in the number of parts. However, and that is the main contribution of Roadkill, they bring down the number of parts by a factor of 8.1 (87.95% connectivity, i.e., each part consists of 8.1 plates on average), so the effort of putting together multi-part models is reduced by a factor of 8.12 $= 5.52$. This matches our observation during various pilots with multi-part models, in which the effect of visual search was always minor. Based on this, we considered it unnecessary to include multi-part models in the study.

In addition to participants being faster in the HingeCore condition, they also seemed to have an easier time assembling that model. This is expected as HingeCore (1) largely eliminates the necessity to locate and arrange parts (similar to Roadkill [1]), (2) can be assembled with less force than rigid materials (see Section “HingeCore”), and (3) because parts stay put during assembly.

To explore these particular qualities, we collected one additional bit of anecdotal evidence by asking an elementary school child (female, age = 7) to assemble the HingeCore layout of the chair model. As shown in Figure 30, she completed the task successfully and without help. Her task completion time (5:16 mins) was even comparable to the adult participants of the study reported above.

This observation encourages us to further research HingeCore as a means of bringing laser-cutting to younger children.

Figure 30: (a) Assembling HingeCore layouts does not require finding parts and requires little physical force. This allowed our 7-year-old test participant to assembly this chair by herself. (b) The clean white HingeCore surfaces afford coloring, while (c) their sturdiness allows for active play.

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented HingeCore, a novel laser-cut 3D structure made from foamcore that allows for very fast assembly, while also resulting in sturdy objects.

By advancing fast assembly, HingeCore also advances fast laser cutting as a whole. In the case of the chair used in the study, the 2.9x faster assembly amounts to a considerable 37% speed-up of the entire design-cut-assemble process.

We anticipate use primarily in domains where speed is crucial, such as physical prototyping within design sessions or personal fabrication in the highly restrictive timeframe set by schools, but also in industrial design and architecture, because of the sturdy results, while maintaining a clean look.

As future work, we are planning to explore additional application scenarios, such as physical prototyping with younger kids, where HingeCore’s particular ease of assembly should be impactful.
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